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This ATM is a statement of the data subsystem test program presently being 
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written for the DPS- 2000 computer in the System Test Set. In general all processing 
is similar to that described in the following documents: 
I. ATM 399B, section 2 
2. SE 03 (formerly ATM 370) 
3. ATM 547 data subsystem section 
The program basically obtains mainframe sync, subframe sync {housekeeping 
incrementing sync pattern, 0-89), identifies mode ID, transmits commands both 
manually and automatically, verifies commands, transmits data to the experiment 
simulator and verifies data received for each experirre nt indjvidually or any 
combination of experiments, tests housekeeping data against stored tolerances 
and/ or previous data, and\erifies the proper timing and incrementing sync pattern 
count occurrence corresponding to the frame mark pulse, even frame mark pulse, 
and ninetieth frame mark pulse. 
The output from each area in the program is 1n real time on the MC -4000 line 
printer as follows: 
The initialization of the program results in a printed comment, BEGIN DATA 
SUBSYSTEM TEST and TIME HH MM SS where HH equals hours 00-23, MM equals 
minutes 00-59, and SS equals seconds 00-59. Each occurrence of time print will 
appear in the HH MM SS format. 
Mode identification is as follows for incrementing sync pattern (I. S. P) count 1-5 
and subframe sync (two 90 mainframe passes in lock). 
ID Bit= 1, ISP = l NORML normal mode 
ID Bit= 1, ISP= 2 SLOW slow mode 
ID Bit= 1, ISP =3 STA A station A 
ID Bit= 1, ISP =4 STAB station B 
ID Bit= 1, ISP =5 STA C station C 
ID Bit= I, ISP =0, 6-89 IDERR I. D. bit error 
Command transmis sian is automatic from command list, or manual from external 
input from the System Test Set {STS). Manual/automatic mode is selected by 
sense switch setting. Upon command transmission in either mode, the following 
will be printed: 
XM$0 123 HH MM SS 
XM transmission 
$0123 command transmitted 
HH MM SS time 
$=OCTAL NUMBER IN ALL CASES 
Command verification word is printed whenever CY:/;0. When CV:/;0, it is compared 
to the last transmission and outputted as follows: 
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CV$0123 normal CV word received and compared to 
last transmission with parity bit true. 
PCV ooo indicates parity error. 
CV$0123NX normal received as above, no transmission 
CV $ 0122 ER $ 0123 received CV, compare f:. to last transmission, 
therefore, print last command transmitted. 
For a valid CV word, housekeeping data will be printed for the next ninety house-
keeping words. Automatic command transmission will be inhibited during this 
time and normal manual transmission will be inhibited. Sense switch override 
is provided for immediate manual transmission. 
Transmission of data is continuous for all experiments during the running of the 
program. Sense switch selection determines which experiment data will be 
compared to data transmissions. Upon an incorrect comparison of received 
data with transmitted data, outputs are as follows: 
PS20 T$0363 R$0362 
PS - Passive Seismic 
MG - Magnetometer, etc. 
20 - mainframe word number 
T$0363 -transmitted pattern 
R$0362 - received pattern 
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The central station housekeeping (HK} section has the facility (using sense switches} 
for continuous output. In the continuous mode all HK data is printed on the line 
printer. When not in continuous mode and in subframe lock (after two complete 
cycles of 90 mainframes), HK data will be printed when it is out of tolerance, 
when a change from i.ts previous value is detected, or when the data is to be 
printed each time it is received (no tolerance}. The first 90 HK words received 
after an uplink command is transmitted and verification is received will be 
printed. Sense switch control is provided for the experimenter to turn on HK 
data if desired. When HK data is printed, it is identified with the code "HK" 
followed by the subframe word number (Q-89}. The data is prided in octal form and 
may be followed by diagnostic letter or symbolic codes indicatic.g the reason for 
printing. 
Codes: C = continuous mode 
OT = out of tolerance 
* = change from previous value 
I = initial pass of HK data 
Frame mark, even frame mark, and ninetieth frame mark arE. checked for proper 
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occurrence as to the ISP count and timing. The following diagnostics will be 
printed: 
FMTE 
EMTE 
NMTE 
FMER 
EMER 
NMER 
frame mark timing error 
even frame mark timing error 
ninetieth frame mark timing error 
frame mark occurrence error 
even frame mark occurrence error 
ninetieth frame mark occurrence error 
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The accompaning functional flow chart is intended only to provide interested parties 
with an outline of program flow. As program debugging progresses, detailed 
flow charts just above the coding level will be drawn. These charts and annotated 
assembly listings will be appended to this document when they are available. 
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Refer to Data Subsystem Block Diagram 
Sub Routines 
EXECQ - supervisor 
START - print comments 
REST ART - print comments 
INIALIZE - reset all flags 
HKSUB - housekeeping 
CVSVB - command verify 
ISPSF - ISP sync acquisition 
SISUB - 3} SIDE exit modified 
= FMTST test frame mark timing 
MFR TN - recycle sync 
FMEST - test frame mark occurrence 
XCSUB transmit command 
IDSUB - mode identification 
PSSUB - passive seismic 
MGSUB - magnetometer 
SWSUB - solar wind 
SISUB - SIDE 
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